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The Knights look to bounce back against Samford, in The Gridiron Report -p. 9
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Wayne-Densch
parking lot closing
for paving project
• New parking
garage to be built
by July, '97.
by JOHN DYSERT
Managing editor

photo/SAGINARIO

The paved parking lots are so overcrowded that many students are forced to park off
the beaten path in certain dirt lots.

Effective Oct. 9, parking lot
T-200, located beside the Wayne
Den sch Complex, will be closed for
paving until the project is completed
in April, 1996.
To compensate for the loss of
T-200, a temporary lot ha~ been
constructed between the racquetball courts and Gemini Blvd., and
will have a capacity of approximately 200 vehicles.
One hundred fifty parking
spaces will be lost until the T-200
, paving project is completed.
1
Also under construction is an
expansion to parking lot 4-B, which
is located at the comer of Libra Dr.
and Gemini Blvd.
4-B currently has a 45-vehicle capacity. The expansion will
add 100 parking spaces to the lot.
Lot4-B will not be paved and

will consist of shell-rock and dirt.
Ina Carpenter, UCF's executive assistant for parking services,
said Jong-range plans call for a parking garage to be built on parking lot
G-3, which is located by the Education building.
Currently, G-3 has a 300-vehicle capacity. According to Carpenter, the planned parking garage
will add 1,000 parking spaces to
UCF's campus, as it will have a
1,300-vehicle capacity.
"Ground breaking for the
parking garage to be located by the
Education Complex is tentatively
scheduled for February, 1996,'' Carpenter said. "And if all goes well,
the garage wi11 be finished sometime during the summer of 1997.
Our target date is July. 1997."
Carpenter said the garage will
carry a price tag of approximately
$~million - or $6, I 00 per parking
space.
Currently, architectural designs are being finalized and geometrical studies are being completed
in preparation of the construction of
the parking garage.
see PARKING, page 4

Simpson verdict elicits UCF band member dies
sbong campus response in·automobile accident
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
by DALE WILLIAMS
Contributing writer
')

In what may go on record as the
longest lunch hour in American history, the case of the state of California
vs. Orenthal James Simpson demanded
'a unique response from The University
of Central Florida campus.
At l p.m. Eastern Standard Time
many classrooms across the campus
stood still as eyes were focused on
television sets. In addition to the classrooms that maintain a television on a
regular basis, Instructional Resources
received an influx of television requests.
"We got seven or eight calls
(Tuesday)," said Bonnie Reed, secretary at Instructional Resources. "Usually we won't get any at all."
The campus watched Simpson,
better known as O.J., get acquitted on
both counts to the murders of his exwife, Nicole Brown. Simpson, and

Ronald Goldman. The "not guilty" verdict came as a surprise to many students, as wel I as UCF group representatives.
"It (the verdict) surprised me, because of the speed at which it was
reached after so much evidence was
presented," Director of Legal Services
Patti MacKown said.
It was announced late Monday night
that the jury had finished deliberation after
only four hours.
Most classrooms around campus
tuned their setS-to ihe reading of the verdict.
Some students, like Chuck Parrott, actually
stopped midway through a test and paid
attention to the announcement.
"Everybody was watching," Parrott
said. "People were even outside the classroom trying to get a look inside."
Charles Taybulle, Treasurer of the
African - American · Student Union was
pleased with the results, "I'm happy with
the verdict," Taybulle said. "I felt that they
didn't have enough conclusive evidence."

Staff writer

Nathaniel A. Phillips, 18, aUCFfreshman, died at 3:30p.m., Saturday, in his hometown of Land O'Lakes.
Phillips, a member of the UCFMarching Knights, went home for th~ weekend to
visit family and friends and to help his high
school band during a Saturday practice.
Land O'Lakes High School principal,
Al Bashaw, said the band planned to practice
from I 0 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Phillips and a friend, Michael Knapp,
volunteered to get ice and drinks for the band
members at about 3:20 p.m.
According to a Florida Highway Patrol
report, Phillips and Knapp made a left turn
into a Food Mart a half-mile from the school.
They were struck on the right side by
the driver of a jeep. The vehicle driven by
Knapp came to rest about 90 feet from impact.
Phillips was killed instantly - Knapp
was knocked unconscious and flown to St.
Joseph's Hospital in Tampa.
UCFBandDirector, Dr. Richard Green-

wood, said the UCF band members and staff
are shocked and saddened by Phillips' death.
According to Ron Ellis, who assists
Greenwood, Phillips was the passenger in the
car and had not taken identification with him .
.Since the driver, Knapp, was uncon$Cious, the only means the highway patrol had
of identifying Phillips was the pledge book he
had carried with him containing the names of
his pledge brothers from Kappa Kappa Psi,
the UCF music fraternity.
Some of the members from Kappa
Kappa Psi were meeting at a member's home
when the Florida Highway Patrol called asking for help with identification.
Gree11wood ~aid Phillips, who nlayed
I
I
~
meliophone, was very active in the band
program.
He pledged Kappa Kappa Psi and had
a big sister in the music sorority Tau Beta
Sigma. Many band members attended the
funeral Tuesday at Florida National Cemetery near Land O'Lakes.
Bashaw said the Land O'Lakes community was stunned at the tragedy. Phillips
'

1

see ACCIDENT, page 5
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ALL CENTRAL FLORIDA
ASK 'ABOUT OUR
SJUDENTS QUALIFY FOR
COLLEGE GRAD OR FIRST
TIME BUYER PROGRAMS!~· OUR EMPLOYEE DISCOUNT!
SEE US FOR DETAILS
l

MO DAY YR

NUMBER

STREET

CITY .

HOW LONG

ZIP

HOME PHONE NO.
WORK PHONE NO.

-YRS.

•
SALARY OR DOLLARSAVAllJIBWi ' MAK~C1EL/fEAR
WAGES PER MO. FOR DOWN PAYMENT
OF TFIADE IN

VEHla.EllESIRED CR . ITLN
NEW

0

auseo

DATE

NEW "95

•

NEW •95

ag300
PICKUP

MX-3

Full Factory Equipment, Overdrive Transmission, Air Bag,
Rear Bumper, 3 Year/50,000 Mile Factory Warranty!

•

•

•

MILLENIAL

•

•
•

•
Auto., Air, Pwr
Air Conditionin~
Steering, Cloth
Bedliner, Rebui
Seats, Stereo, 1 Of Engine, Extra Clean!
(IKUA89439)
A Kindl (IK3213235)

Air Conditioning,
Power Steeri~
5 Speed, low Mi 1,
Stereo! (IKW831528)

Air, Auto. Trans.,
Pwr. Wnd1.-Lcks.Str., local Owner!
(#LNB16644)

5550 55900 55950 58950

5

'95 FORD

'94MAZDA

'94 NISSAN

RANGERXLT

PROTEGE DX

SENTRALTD

Air, Power Steering,
St"80, Chrome
Wheels, Bedlinerl
(ISUA05967)

Automati~ Air Cond.,

Power leering,
Club Seats!
(IR0750244)

Spoiler, Sunroof,
Cassette, Cruise,
Sport Seats!
(IRC839809)

'94 MAZDA

B-3000 V-6

Long Bed, Automatic,
Air, Stereo, Bedliner,
ARobtWheels!
(#R 08543)

510,950 510,950 511,150 511,750
'92NISSAN

'92 HONDA

KINGWSE4x4

PRELUDE SI
Power SunroofWnd9.•Lck1.,
Alloy Wheels, ·
Upgraded Stereo!

Auto., 4 Dr., Power
Windows & locks,
Cassette, Loaded!
' (#57114417)

Automatic Trana'.,
Air Cond, 7 Pass.,
Serviced!
( 0340649)

Fu:

511,990 513,450 513,490

Air Conditioning,
Air, Auto. Trana.,
Pwr. Steer/W"1ndl I.ks.,
~rt Wheals,
4 r., P/Steering,
AMJFM Cau., Low
Sporty (150594469)
Miles! (#RC05988)

59450 59900 510,790 510 50
'94 MAZDA

MX-3
Teal Green,
Automatic, Power
Sunroof, Cassette!
(#R0312077) .

'94 FORD

'92 DODGE

PROBE SE

CARAVAN SE

Pwr. Sunroof, Auto.,
Pwr. Wnds.-Lcks.,
X·tra Clean!
{IR5184175)

6Cyl.,Air,
Automatic, 8
Passenger, Bring The
Family! (#NX159422)

~

•

'94 MITSUBISHI

ECLIPSE GS
Sunroof, Aloy
Wheels, ~ler,
Upgraded tereo,
Raw1e111 (#RE012son

•

511,990 512,500 511,800 512,890 •
'92MAZDA

Forest Grttn, Pow•
Sur.oaf, U'Jiadid
Stweo, Power 1ndll.lpa.,
Cruise! (tNU033673)

Power Sunroof, Windows
& Locks, Cruise, Cass,
NewTres, Extra Clean!
(tNS2193 77)

MPVV-6
Auto., Dual b, Poww

°"r•'

W"11dows & lockt, Crui91,

T1t-Tone Pain~ 3611
Miles! (IN0444048

'95TOYOTA

'95 NISSAN
Green, Power
Windows-Locks,
Wood~rain Dash!
(IS 127681)

'93MAZDA

COROLLA DX MIATACONV.

ALTIMA GXE
I

Auto., Green, Power
Ai~ Conditioning,
Windows & locks,
Auto., Pwr. Str.,
Cruise, Cass., Low Stereo, Alloy Wheels!
Miles! (150081002)
(#P0404401)

513SOO 513900 513,990 514

00
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The last lot in the original Greek Row has been claimed in the past by
Alpha Tau Omega, Lambda Chi Alpha and, finally, Kappa Sigma. It looks
like the oldest fraternity at UCF, Kappa Sigma (Chartered April 30, 1971 ),
are the guys who will actually build there.
Arpresent, the land has been mostly cleared for the 25 man house. The
brothers of Kappa Sigma hope that by the time this article is out, the
construction crews will be out at the site on a daily basis.
The final cost of the house is $690,000. The houses on campus
presently "are between one-half million and one million dollar structures,"
states Greg Mason, rhe campus Greek Advisor.
Mason also informs, ''The university wants Greek houses because they
are privately owned housing that the university does not have to pay for."
No final decisions have been made at this time for the expansion of
Greek Park to make room for Lambda Chi Alpha or Alpah Xi Delta. Each
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Check out our new arrivals:

I

• MK III Upgrade Chip

In October
• Street Fighter Alpha
·

• Daytona USA
Located at University Shoppes
12239 University Blvd., Orlando
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Saturday 11 :00 - 12~00

and-a-half years from now. "A lot (on campus) will become a concern for us
very soon," says Alpha Xi Delta President Elizabeth Bl~.ckburn.
The most interesting thing about Alpha Xi Delta's plans for their house
is that the "Colony sitets (the girts that started the chapter here) and new
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their house and also has plans for a larger fund raiser coming up soon.
t:O: y-~~ t.ambda Chi ~ipha is "lil1the process of finding financing and chances
:::·!j! !~
are real good, but it's a touchy situation without having a lot secured from the
,;:::: jj; university," says Lambda Chi Alpha President Bill Peppler.
:? :;:
Larµbda Chi seems to only be waiting on a few final, yet major, things.
' ' I Th~y "have everything - we are there," according to Peppler. "Costs are .
: ~ known, $1.2 million, we have blueprints, and know that it will take 52 men
:,[!;,
to fi11 it."
While others are still waiting and in the planning stages, Kappa Sigma
is well on its way. Its budget has been well-planned out to even include
furniture. "It's all accounted for. The Alumni ~ave taken care of everything,"
reports Brian Konradt, the President of Kappa Sigma.
The house will be L-shaped on the corner lot and will have a brick
exterior. "The house is one story, and they (the architects) did that so we could
expand. We won't have to worry about hav.ing a big house and notable to fill
::::: :1: ..
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see GREEK, page 5 ~
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·Internet Access Special
for students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and their families
$12.00 for 50 hours/mo.
$14.95 for l 00 hours/mo ..

Chevron

28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up to the World Wide Web
• FREE Software • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access assistance

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or-1-800-9292-GDI
'(']P''MWiw+r·v1ww···

' ~~i~~,:i't out a

http://www.gdi,n~t/.cff/cff.html . ,
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SUNDAY
Get $4 in tokens
for only $2

I
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TUESDAY NIGHT
6PM - 10PM
Get SS in tokens for :
only $3
. Expires
I
10/31195
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Buy S1 in tokens ·
set S1 in tokens FREE
Limit 1 per customer per day.
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CHEVRO.N

667-8f755

Chevron

·~

FOOD MART

lliijll

AT THE CORNER OF
ALAFAYA TRAIL & UNIVERSITY BLVD.

DELI HOURS: 8am-6pm 7 days a week

_..,... Custom Staffing, Inc.

Phol1c

~

Fresh Fruit Salad
Made Daily

PLACEMENT SERVICES

s1.ee

***** Never A Fee *****

u .1tver~lty ·:F1o'rai. ·· BOSS'sDAY
&. Gi°ft Sh9pp~ ...

OCT.16

NEW!

'.·

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
. OR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
UNIVERSITY PALMS ~HOPPING CENTER ' '
4250 ~AFAYA ;rR: OVlEDO, Ft 32765, c"
I

(Ne~ to Border Cantina) .

366-1177

• Jr

1

Oct.

Parrot Ice Fresh
. . ( frozen Fruit Drink

BringAd:.infor
frt;,e s~ng1~ rose
b ,;it-~ t. . I~\
~
O.u.tjU<l ·
r 11
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Show Student ID and
....__~~~~~~~~

IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFfS
• DISH GARDENS • GIFf BASKETS
• FLOOR PLANTS

•

.;, · "'' · .,· · .
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We wire
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhere!

•
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I
I
I
I
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Immediate Openings For:
* Clerical/Administrative
* Legal Services
* Secretmy/Receptionist
*Data Entry
* Acct/Bookkeeping
* Telemarketing.

•

/
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I
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World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service

: Chester-Fried Chicken :

Free Bridal Consultations

I

or

I

:
:

Chicken
·Dinner

:
:

21st

Sweetest </Jay
Every once in a while, that special
someone needs a reminder
·that they're special.

IL

. . Limit one cOUJ:>On per person.
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Patting garage planned for UCF
from PARKING, page 1

Despite UCF's efforts to increase parking on campus, Carpenter said that on any given day, there
are hundreds of parking spaces on
campus that are not utilized.
She said that parking lots T460 and T-600 (both located by the
Engineering building), along with
- the parking lot at the UCF Arena,
are both under-utilized by students.
Despite the fact that these
parking]otsarelocatedon the fringe
of campus, Carpenter said students
who park there can reach anywhere
on campus in 15 minutes.
"On any given day, we have
between 650 and 850 empty parking spaces here on campus,". Carpenter said. ''1'11 grant you, it's not
alwaysconvenienttoparkout_there
-especially when it rains- and I
understand that. But the parking
spaces are there."
Carpenter said that there are
approximately 8,700parkingspaces

on UCF' s campus .
When the parking garage is
completed and all the expansions
are complete, she said that UCF
will have nearly 10,000 parking
spaces.
"I wish we had more convenient parking spaces, but I feel
we're doing all we can with the
money we have to work withparticularly with the parking garage," Carpenter said. "The
(Florida) state legislature in 1972
ruled that the state would not allocate any funds for campus parking - that it was to be taken care
of by each individual university
- so basically, it's a self-supporting entity.
"Considering that we
deal with parking a11 on our
own, I feel we hav·e the best
situation we could have up to
this point in time. There's no
doubt, though, that the parking garage wilt'be much appreciated."

•

•

•
•
•

•

Greeks busy building houses
from GREEK, page 3

it and have to bring in other
people," Konradt said. "As soon
as we are big enqugh to fill it, we
can make it bigger."
Kappa Sigma has had a lot
of support from its Alumni, which
is almost a necessity · when it
comes to the financial matters of
building a fraternity house.
The architects that designed
the house are even Kappa Sigmas. The Alumni that helped the

UCF Chapter of Kappa Sigma
said its stance was very firm in
th~ fact that their part was to
build the house and have successful rushes-. which Kappa
Sigma feels they had this year,
as they picked up 30 new
pledges and raised its total
number of members to 56 .
The house is set to be finished at the end of December,
so the brothers can move in for
the spring semester.
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Test anxiety for real, UCF counselor Hannan says
the first place students encounter test anxiHowever, most cases of test anxiety
ety.
are
very
treatable. Kathy Mardirosian and
Staff writer
If a student has test anxiety, how can other staff members of the Student AcaYou start to take a test and you panic. it be detected? Simple, according to demic Resource Center provide many remedies.
Your mind draws a blank. What strategy Harman.
Students can watch videos, such as
Counselors ask students to describe
might help next time?
what happens when they take a test. Symp- "Test-Taking Skills."
• Chewing grape bubble gum;
toms include:
This eight-minute video suggests tech•Hypnosis;
•Physical signs - such as sweating niques such as chewing grape bubble gum
•Avoiding pasta and coffee; o~
palms and tightening muscles;
whil~ studying and then chewing the same
• All of the above.
•Mentalconfusion-wherethemind gum while taking a test.
The correct answer: all of the above.
draws a blank even though the student
The problem? Tes( anxiety.
. The stimulus helps trigger the student's
'
recall. The video also encourages test takers
According to Robert L. Harman, di- knew the material; and
• Equating grades with self-esteem to avoid pasta and coffee. Researchers have
rector ofUCF's counseling and testing center, some anxiety before a test is normal, - fearing you may lose affection if you found that these foods inhibit concentration.
don'! succeed.
'1f you' re looking for an easy way out,
even helpful.
A small number of UCF students there isn' t one," Mardirosian said.
Test anxiety, however, becomes a
But effectiv~ programs abound, she
disability when test anxiety increases and experience extreme test anxiety. These students usually have diagnosed learning dis- added.
performance decreases, Harman said.
SARC helps hundreds of students with
Laurie (whose real name has been abilities.
Unable to take a test in a regular test anxiety or related problems through its
changed for confidentiality purposes), a
second-term freshman on a partial scholar- classroom setting, these students take their Acad_e mic Mentoring Program. Graduate
ship, reviewed the material before taking examinations in a less stressful, isolated clinical psychology" mentors team up with
students experiencing test anxiety .
h_ science st.: _H~~ra':.er, as the test lay environment.
Laws require that schools give these
The mentor helps the student assess
betore her, worries about pay1·ng ne ·
semester's tuition and her father's recent students "reasonable accommodations," problems, set goals and experience academic
and UCF has interpreted that to mean double
heart attack entered her mind.
She immediately began to panic and . the amount of time, according to Joyce
started skipping around the test questions Haddock, UCF's learning disabilities cofrom ACCIDENT, page 1
ordinator.
- her thinking became jumbled.
"I don't think I ever heard the expresFreshmen and transfer students from
graduated from Land O'Lakes High School
sion
'test
anxiety ' .until five or six years
small colleges may often encounter similar
in June. He had been the drum major a~d
ago," said Fred E. Fedler, Professor of
experiences, Harman said.
homecoming king during his senior year.
They may have previous ly demon- Communication. "Then I began to have
" He was a very special young
strated their knowledge through alternative several students approach m.e and say they
person ," Bashaw said. " When the
methods such as discussion and research could· not take a test in a large class. "
school could not afford to send the
Fedler and other instructors work with
papers. But the new atmosphere of the
band to away games, he would round
university, which utilizes auditorium-size Student Disability Services to ensure apup as many cars as possible to at least
classes and standardized testing, may be propriate testing.

by DORIS BLOODSWORTH

•

progress.
Harman agrees withMardinosian about
the most effective treatment. He participated
in test anxiety research at the University of
Kentucky.
Diagnosed students were divided into
groups, including one placebo group. Each
group used a different treatment, including
relaxation training, hypnotherapy and effective study skilis. The group which experienced the most significant reduction of test
anxiety was the one taught effective study
skills.
Students with test anxiety may be
suffering overload on the UCF campus. Mid-terms, the CLAST and GRE
are all administered during the coming
week. The Counseling and Testing
Center and SARC invite students anxious about testing to take adva·ntage of
the school's services.
-*Confidentiality laws protect
UCi:1 students. "Laurie" is a model from
A11en J. Ottens' "Coping with Aca demic Anxiety," The Ro sen Publishing
Group, I 991 : pp. 196-197.

Band student killed in car wreck

>

get a pep band to play for the crowd and
football team."
The parents of Phillips established
a memorial scholarship in his name.
Donations can be made to Land O ' Lakes
High School Nathan Phillips Memorial
Scholarship. The schofarship will go to
a deserving band student each year who
plans to attend college.

Look what's· inside every
box of CAB!
Nutriti·on Facts
·October 3 - October 10, 1995

•

•

Tuesday 3-.
Tuesday Knight Live: Craig Karges (Novelty)
Student Activities Center 8:00 p.m .
. Wednesday 4
Movie: Die Hard With A Vengeance
Student Activities Center 6:30 & 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 8
Movie: The Perez Family
Student Activities Center 6:30 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.
Tuesday 3
Tuesday Knight Live: Karaoke
Student Activities Center 8:00 p.m .

.For more info. call

823. 6471

Nutritious Sweetened Com & Oat Cereal

I
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On the Green

Saturday 21
10:00 - 3:00pm

\
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Club Info

Earn extra income. Looking For
Leaders to sell quality products
on and off campus. Part time-will
train. Call George 366-8421

UCF Newman Club Catholic
Campus Ministry Mass Sunday
I I am PH 115 Club Night Thurs.
Small lawn carecompany in
7: 30 pm For more info: 28 1Longwood/Altomonte
Springs arae
4438
needs full and part time
conscientiousworkers. Experience
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual student
preferred. References required.
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, social
Call 646-9493
Works Trailer room I 01.
Everyone is welcome.
Babysitter, Mon, Wed, Fri 10-6
Info: 657-0614
Oviedo area. References Req. Call
anytime 365-7866
LAE Mtg Oct. 5 4:30 pm Rm
PH 221 Special Agent Miller of
Associates: Earn $700 to $2100
FDLE will be speaking. Everyyour/ 1st week increase
one is invited. Those interested
expotentially from there. PT/FT.
please attend.
Have been booking travel for
several fortune 500 companies:
Campus Action For Animals
Ford, GM, Chrysler, and Cocameeting. October 9, Monday,
Cola. This is the most rock solid
room 21 l in S.C. I :30-2:30 p.m.
opportunity you're going to find.
Ford Motor Fin 1-800-631-9436

--~~~~~~~~~~--!

PSE Football Tailgate Party
Saturday Oct. 7 Meet at
Gooding's Plaza 10:00. For
information Call 275-1950

Roommates
Moving to Tallahassee? Female
needs apt. to share
Kelly 380-6485

Help Wanted
•

~REE MONE~

PHONE REPRESENTATIVES
Earn 3 elective credit hours with
approval from the Cooperative
Education Program or the College
of Business. Our UCF/Research
Park facility is open! We have
day, evening, and weekend
flexible shifts available. Norrell
Services is looking for motivated,
energetic individuals with
excellent communication skills
and a desire to succeed. We offer
$7.00 per hour base salary;
month!~ team, completion and
referral bonuses, paid training,
paid vacation, and a great working
environment! Call Troy at Norrell
Services today for an immediate
appointment! 384-8549. Norrell
Services, EQE, ADA, No fee.

No Gimmicks
Extra income now!
Envelope Stuffing - $600 - $800
every week. Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
19515 Tom Ball Parkway, Suite
185 Houston, Texas 77070

Toyota Corolla,89', 69 K.
Manual, ac, radio, cassette. Ask
$5000. 679-8967 or 823-0177

Creative Business Opportunity
earn income working at home.
Send $1.00 & SASE to Opportunities 12076 Descartes Ct. Orlando,
Fl 32826

Sleeper sofa $150, new matress,
double pompason seat $65, 2
tables $2 lamps, $50 set dresser
$10 and other items. ·call 2777883 or 236-5168 (w)

FOR COL.L.Ec.lE

Billions to be claimed
All students qualify
$350 guaranteed

YI_

I

Singles
SINGLES DATELINE
Don't be alone another night,
1-900-225-1515, Ext 2953/2954,
age 18+, $2.99/min, Serv-U (619)
645-8434

Services
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735
Word Processing/ Editing/
Desktop Publishing
Pam Beasley - 365-2569

Need help in: Algedra, Calculus,
Physics, Chemistry, Statistics,
Computr Programming, Engineering
Core. Call Jim at 657-6337

Sally's special limited program for
students and residents. Call Walter
297-8400.

Price[ess (jift

L
A CoIDplete Exam & Xray·s
-

0110 (INITIAL)

•

A special dental ·care offe'r for UCF students... '
Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
I'd like· you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars. George Yarko, D.D.S.

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

·, ·

F QR $9 !
(A $65 value)

East Orlando

Current UCF ID required

DENTAL

Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! (!!fer expires 12/31/95

Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

UCF TEAM DENTIST
1
1

11780 E. Colonial Drive
At
the Orlando
corner of Hwy.. 50 .and Alafaya Dr.
,East

It" our office polic_y that the patien1 and any otherpmon re;pon.•ible for payment ha.' I.he right IO refu...e to pay. cancel payment. or be reimbursed for payment for any other service. examination.
or lrt'Jlment which is verformed as a re>ult of and within 72 hour.. of resllOlldme to the advert1!.e!11CntJor the free. discounted fee. or reduced fee servil.-c. examination. er treatment.
_................,......,....._
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Cal'I Mary or Michelle at 896-7575
for information.

Call Besa at John Patrick Com usrv 407 671-9973

r-

.

Make a unique and personal contribution to another
family's happiness:
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Co_m pensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

for a nominal processing fee

-

Bed-Queen or Full Set
NEVER USED MUST SELL!
$135.00 pager 570-6378

.--

_.._ _ _ _ _ _ __.

-~·-·- - ----~--.--~-

Pleasecheckoneofthefollowing:
_ForRent
_Wanted
_CarPool
_For Sale
_Services
_Autos
_Singles
_Tutors
_Roommates

_GreekComer
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

_Cash _Check Amount$---~---------------
! would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) - - - - - - - - - RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others.

Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

.

Name, address, and phone (required): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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October 5, 1995,

Coming Next Issue:
O Dan Griffin, The Liberal
Media, with the right stuff
O Kevin Koenig, Guest
Columnist with news about
budget cuts
O David Swartz, a little twistwith part two of a two-part
saga, all about speed
O A letter to the Editor about
Powell for President
The Central Florida Future welcomes your
letters ~md articles. Submissions may be brought to .
our offices on disk, Faxed to 823-9495, or E-mailed
to the editor at patfox@eWorld.com. Call for details. Call now. Call often.

cJAtral Florida Future
,
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!occasionally get a tooth./ r~::::'.'.\ );.,_ .
ache. It's a ·horrible pain that
shoots down from the top of my
head through my shoulders and
finally hits my stomach. It is
unlike any pain that · I Gould
.
....................................
imagine. I was an accidenttoothache, but it often feels worse. Sometimes the pain goes
pronechild since I can remember,
and I once ran into abrick wall. I was running from a girl, and away for a while, but it will return.
I turned around to see how close she was and-boom. It was
The other day at work, a friend of mine old me that he
a little wall of about three feet tall, so I only hit it with my lower . watched a friend shoot himself in the head. I asked him why.
legs. The wall tcre into my flesh like a chainsaw would cut into Hedidn 't give mean answer. This wasn't the first time that my
a tree trunk. When I looked down to see .the damage, I saw that friend had seen one of his friends kill himself.
my leg had been cut to the bone. In fact, I' could barely walk ·
We spend our lives getting to know ourselves, but we
to the curb to.get help.
never seem to pay attention to others. For those men and
I sat on that curb in my own blood and tears waiting for women who succeed so greatly in life seem to overlook those
.the ambulance - I had plenty of time to feel the aching who are miserable around them. You can see the life of the
burning sensation that swelled from the ex- - - - - - - - - - - miserablegettingbeatenoutofthem. Youcan
posed bone in my leg to my head. My toothsee it in their eyes - the feeling of helplessache doesn't quiet compare, in that the pain is
ness and being unable to cope. Stop and look
more sharp and penetrating. The pain steams
into their eye's· and you will be able to distinfrom the exposed nerve in my mouth. I only
guish the difference from the real feeling of
have half a molar, and sometimes a piece of
pain and a mere toothache. I have a friend that
food or the right air temperature causes me to
once entertained the idea of killing himself.
leap with pain. This pain must come from deep
He told me about standing on a ledge
beneath the earth. It lurks there waiting for an
high above the beach watching the peaceful
opportunity. It then shoots up through my body
moonlit waves come to shore. I asked him ·
causing me to leap like a deer that has just been
why hedidn 'tjump, and he said thathe wanted
shot.
.
to be as peaceful as those waves. I asked him
As the pain reaches my toOth it then trickles down into · to tell me how he could become peaceful, and we talked. It
my shoulders where it lingers. I often want to hang my head took along time, but he figured it out, or at least convinced me
against a wall or even pull it out with pliers, but I don't have · - that he knew how to be at peace with himself.
the nerve to do that. I'm afraid of de.ntists - so that's out of
Ironically, my friend has a horrible fear of heights. He
the question. So, what do I do?
is now a window washeron skyscrapers. lam not sure whether
I suffer until it goes away. I don't ask for help. My he overcame his fears or is still entertaining the idea. Perhaps
friends often say 'what's.wrong with you today?' I say that I I will neverknow,butl'mnowabletoacknowledgesomeone's
have a headache or that I'm stressed out from classes. "They curtain of pain.
wouldn't understand," I think to myself. This is exac;tly what
There may not be a preventive cure for suicides. But at
people who want to kill themselves must think. It's not least there is always a possibility for a cure, and that is what
physical pain but rather a mental pain. It feels as real as a everyone should remember.

Ron :Hendershot

GUEST COLUMNIST

'

Alafaya Trail
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Watching for the pain of suidical tendencies
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You can see it in
their eyes - the
feeling Of
helplessness
and being Unable

to cope.
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CONTEST!

When's the last time your opinion
was worth wet 'n wild tickets?
Submit your 600-700 word opinion
on one of the following topics, and
you could win tickets!

Official Rules: l)Entries must be submitted by E-Mail oron disk, and clearly marked "Opinion Contest Entry"
2) All entries but have student's name and phone number 3) Entries should be on one of these subjects a) politics b) life
at UCF ore) social issues 4) All entries will be acknowledged by phone or E-Mail, and may be publish.ed in the Opinion.
Section. 5) Entry Deadline is November I, 1995. 6) Entries will be judg~ on content and-forrri: a5-well as grammatical
correctness. 7) Winners will be notifi.ed by phone, and it is the responsibility of the winners to pick up their tickets from
our offices. 8) First place winner will receive two tickets, second place winner will receive one ticket.
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, Worry about the earth? Computer services causes nighbnares
ncan fend for itself

convinced that the Earth doesn't
really give a damn about me, no
Slogging across campus matter how many beer cans I rethrough the suffocating heat the other cycle.
day, I fell behind an idealistic young
Maybe ifl could send off 20
soul who had the following mes- bucks to the Sierra Club as a tithe to
sage of concern emblazoned across the pagan spirit of the elements
the back of his shirt: IF WE DON'T (granting me immunity from hurriSAVETHEEARTH, WHO WILL? cane and sinkhole), I'd buy into it,
Several things bother me but I get the feeling that with every
about this kind of pot-boiler envi- mudslide in Guatemala that buries a
ronmentalism. First off, at what point village or tornado in Iowa that sw~l
in time did the Earth suddenly be- lows a trailer-park, the Earth is secome a victim? This hardly seems cretly grinning with delight, chalkfair to me. The human race spends ing up its victories and planning
20 or so millennia battling for sur- more meteorological mayhem and
vival
harsh planet, struggling to tectonic tricks.
eke subsistence from an arbitrarily
Now the Earth even has its
heartless wilderness, beating back own "day." What a joke this is. This
the ravages of nature while estab- celebration usually involves thoulishing a societal foothold, only to · sands of people trampling the flora
find that having mastered this feral of an open area, congratulating one
place, theEarth and its contingent of another on their extent of caring and
spin-doctors have filed suit for ha- making the rest of us feel guilty. For
rassment and character assassina- one whole day, theEarth gets to take
tion.
- - - - - - - - - - • it easy and put its
What's hapfeetupwhile'itssuppening here? The
porters do the
housework, which
Earth went and got
itself a Dream
consistsprimarilyof
wavinggarishsigns,
Team of fanatical
defenders and
•
·
wasting lots of paper and bothering
spokespersons, a la
OJ., each holding
normal, hard-working people. Afterforth for its planetary client on difwards, everyone
ferent fronts.
goes home, leaving
Themoreratheir litter (biodebid of these envigradable,ofcourse)
for the garbage colronmental advocates like to invoke
lectors to bury in the
tragic, bygone imnearest landfill.
agery while proSeIf-intecting their turf,
volved as these
moaning of mankind's constant ex- Earth-lovers are, I do see them as
ecrable threat to the "delicate bal- ultimately kind-hearted, ifin a zealance" of the wetlands and the "har- ous, confused way; they are pilmony of the biosphere," brow-beat- grims searching for a mecca in an
ing us into apologetic submission. unholy and soulless era. In such
Inherent in this stance, of course, is moribund times, Earth day is a "sucthe comforting idea that humans are cess" for the same reason that prosomehow extra-natural, a race of fessional American soccer isn't: it
freaks intent on exploiting anything makes money. Oh, what irony exists when corporate blighters like
vaguely exploitable.
My response to this righteous DuPont, GM, and Exxon sponsor
drivel is usually "So what?" Our these "environmentally-conscious"
larger brain is a product of nature, events, and then tsk-tsk we abstainand it seems only fitting that we use ers for our apathy.
Herein lies my prime suggesit for our own benefit, as any selfrespecting animal would. Evolution- tion to those who would carry the
arily, we should be thankful that Earth's standard; your environmensnakes or tigers didn't get those tal message to the individual has
been disseminated; now its time to
well-developed, pre-frontal lobes.
Other tree-huggers are more <ittdress larger institutions. While I
mystic in their sermons, weaving am generally skeptical ofany threat
Edenic tapestries wherein man, tech- to the planet's well-being, I can't
nology, and nature thrive in a state help but feel wary of corporate
of symbiotic suspension, sortoflike America, whose idea of environa world-wide hippie commune, ex- mental concern seems to be to encept with showers and electric cars. case the Earth in a hard, protective
Proponents of this addled vision · shell of macadam and steel like a
usually refer to the Earth in the giant M&M. It's hard not to be
feminine form and can list fnr you cynical; while we sort plastic from
aluminum, Wal-Martclearsanother
every conceivable u:,~ tor hemp.
200 acres.
l have trouble with this one,
While we Deposit Refuse In
too, since the underlying motif is
that the Earth is rea1ly on my side, I Its Proper Place, another strip-mall
just don't realize it, and all I have to blisters the land. Tell me the Earth
do is get "in tune" with nature. Sorry. isn't laughing about that. It's probDespite its platoon of make-up art- ably got a meteor lined up for its
ists and image- controllers, I'm still biggest joke of all.

Others are more
mystic in their
sennons,
weaVlng Edenic
tapesbies
wherein man,
technology and
nature thrive in a
state of symbiotic
-SUSpensiOn.

Since I have been attending
classes here at UCF, I have been
quite pleased to surrender my tuition check, knowing I was getting
my more than I paid for. But this
semester is different. Were it simply
a matter of an inferior teacher causing me to be disappointed in the lack
of information or learning, I would
never consider writing an article instructing computer, to the Netabout it. Those things happen. But work crashing during lab sessions,
to Windows not running, to there
this is different.
This is an administrative prob- being only one working printer on
lem of serious proportion, with its campus, to waiting an extraordinary
unfortunate effects plaguing stu- amount of time for a terminal.
dents and faculty alike, and as I
Students in this class have
understand it, Mr. Joel Hartman is fought harder to get an assignment
done than any 3000-level .student
to blame.
The class I'm enrolled in is should have to. I know computers
CGS 3000, but I am quite certain crash. I know systems fail. I know
that the mis-management of com- that budgets are tight, but the inesputer services has affected for more capable point here, is that if you
students and faculty than merely don't have the network and facilithis one class. And chances are, ties in order, you don't run classes
there are more names to be blamed that need them. The computer serfor the severity of the problem, and vices management staff over the
to all those involved, I say "Shame summer should have been fofosed
on how many students the facilities
on you, too."
Anytime computer networks . would support, and offered classes
are involved, some problems hap- that did not exceed these numbers.
pen, but last week was the first week
And beyond that, some simple
of the semester that problems communication and organizational
DIDN'T happen. Something's ter- attempts would have helped. If sturibly wrong. The problems have dents were given a hand-out that
ranged from the instructor's being included the locations, numbers of
unable to access the LAN from the working terminals and average traf-

fie, we could have adjusted our
schedules accordingly. Students not
enrolled in computer classes should
be restricted to low-use hours, and
above all it should have been a top
priority to provide Janet Shalhoop,
the instructor, with the tools she
needed in order to instruct.
It is indeed unfortunate for
the students enrolled in the class,
but it is even more unfortunate for
Janet Shalhoop. The naivete of many
students has caused them to consider her as the cause of the problems - for she is the one at the front
of the classroom.
The students need to recognize that trying to teach IBM on a
MAC, withthe-wrongversionofthe
software, withouttheL~, isr_ather
akin to trying to play basketball
with a football. It's not her fault.
Mr. Hartman, you owe us _all
an apology, for not only the headaches given to the students, but for
the damage to the reputatfon of the_
instructors involved.
And I'd be happy to print it
for you. ·

I broke the law - and the law won
I am going to d~part from_ my
normal style of writing this week in
that most of this column is actually
true. This is also Part One of a twopart column, designed so I_won't
have to think of a completely new
topic next time. Enjoy.
Part Uno
(French for 'One')
I've never felt any disliking
toward the Police, Highway Patrol'
or even the ATF. I do, how.ever, try
to avoid the Marines-they're still
trying to recruit me. A colonel cans
every six months or so and tries to
convince me that if I drop out of
college to enlist in the Marines, they
will pay for my tuition. No thanks.
Usually they'll leave you alone if
you simply tell them you're a complUnist. Pardon me, I'm off topic.
My point is that I'.ve never had any
ill- thoughts toward law enforcement. I didn't have any reason to,
until last month that is.
Picture it: A bright and calm
summer morning. Not a cloud in the
sky. A few cars and I were peacefully cruising down Highway 50
between the St. John's River and
Christmas. We were minding our
own nu&iness and going abou 70
miles per hour.
"There's safety in numbers!"
we repeatedly shouted, "They can't
catch all ofus! Zoom!"
About a half mile down the
road we noticed something peculiar.
"Well that's odd," we all said
in unison, "There appears to be four
Highway Patrol cars in the median
and several officers in the middle of
the road making hand gestures.
We'd better run them down."
I'm kidding about that last
comment of course; it's a misdemeanor to run over a public official.
What we really did was pulled over

there, too?" he inquired.
to the side of the road (yes, all four
Fortunately every piece ofpacars) and kindly greeted the officers per affiliated with the -car is in the
that came to our· windows.
glove compartment: There are reg"The airplane clocked your istration slips dating from the late
group going 69 in a 55," he said.
'80s, hundreds of insurance cards,
"The airplane?" I asked.
documentation from every oil
Speed-checking airplanes are change in its history and gas rethe ultimate in sneakiness, assum- ceipts so old they are on parchme·nt.
ing "sneakiness" is a word. My
After handing me the ticket,
radar detector didn't even go off; he had the nerve to tell me to have a
they just had a stopwatch up there. nice day. Confused·at his statement,
To set up the scene for you, I cheerfully yelled, "Thanks!" and
the FHP had four
drove off.
cruisers, five officIf there's
ers and an airplane
one thing I know,
devoted not to
it's that speeding
catching criminals
tickets are not
guilty of homicide
cheap. I could
or grand larceny,
have used the
but speeders. Not
mo£1ey
I spent on
1~
even REALLY fast
that ticket to buy
speeders, we were
things
more
worthwhile, like
only goin~ 14
vo~. 280 NestleCrunctt
m.p.h. 'over the
limit. Statistically,
bars. In any event,
12to 15m.p.h.over
I was given the
the speed limit is the safest pace you option of taking a driver's improvecan travel at.
ment class so the ticket wouldn't
So there we were on the side raise my insurance premium, so
of the road being prodded relent- that's what I did.
lessly by questions such as, "Do you
Be sure to tune in next week
have your license?" while dozens of for the exciting finllle of my run in
cars - possibly stolen cars with with law enforcement featuring
bales of cocaine in their trunks Driver's Improvement School! It
zipped by us.
may involve a farfetched and ficThe officer kept me on the tional 'Zsa 'Zsa Gabor-like incident.
side of the road for about five min*Hey look! An Interactive
utes while writing the ticket.
Columnist!
E-mail me at
"Do you have the car's regis- david.swartz@outdoor.com to contration and proof of insurance in tribute to my traffic citation fund.

We were only
going 14 miles per
hour over the limit
Statistically, 12 to
mph over the
s""8CI limit is the
sa. ·est paC9!
can travel at.
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Hs T.e Hottest 18 & Up Thursday Night Party" ,
1

ENTERTAINMENT

1108 South Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando, Florid.a
114 Mile south
of the E-W Exp. on "THE TRAIL"

COMPLEX

For Information Call: (407) 843-2934
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Player Profile
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PERSONAL
OOLLEGE
1995: Has registered a total of32
tackles, 22 of them solo. Returned
an interception for a touchdown in
the season opening 40-32 win
over Eastern Kentucky.
Forced a fumble and recovered it
in a loss to the No. I ranked
McNeese St. Cowboys.
1994: Finished the season with 71
tackles, 43 of them solo, including
eight behind the line of scrimmage and one sack. His numbers
were third best on the team even
though he missed two games.
1993: Hae) an outstanding
freshman season as he led the
defense with 75 tackles, eight for
a loss. He also had one sack, one
interception and one fumble
recovery to go along with 4 pass
deflections and 3 forced fumbles.

REDDICK

mGHSmIOOL
Graduated from Miami's Pace
High School, where he was a
standout football player, recording
a team-high 16 sacks and earning
All-Dade County honors as a
senior. In addition to lettering in
football, he earned honors in track
and wrestling.

Major: Education
D.O.B.: Sept. 24, 1974.
Favorite NFL team: Miami
Dolphins.
Personal Highlight: "When I
picked that pass in the EKU game
and returned it for a touchdown. I
found out what it was like to score
at this level. But what really made
it special for me is that my morn
was there."
Team Highlight: "We were
thought of as a team that couldn't
stop the option. When CarsonNewman came to town, we
proved that to be untrue. I was
happy for our defense."
Deep Thought: "People say we
played good against FSU, but a loss
is still a loss no matter how good
you play or who it's against."

CENmAL FLORIDA'S

Home of
The Gene McDowell Show
every Thursday Noon - 1:00 at
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UCF coach Gene, McDowell breaks
down the x's and o's
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Q & A with Samford coach, Pete Hurt
In his second year at the helm
of the Samford Bulldogs football
program, head coach Pete Hurt has
led his team to an unbeaten 4-0
record. His career record is now 86-1 and he's looking to improve it at
the expense of the UCF Golden
Knights this Saturday afternoon.
We caught up to the 1978 Mississippi College grad and this is
what he had to say:
Central Florida Future: The
last time UCF and Samford matched
up was at Siebert Stadium in Birmingham. Your Bulldogs had an
impressive fourth quarter as they
put up 22 points to come from behind and win 36-35, Can you tell us
a little about what transpired that
game?
Pete Hurt: They had a lead on
us late in the game, and I think we
just ended up making a few plays
and got some momentum going.
We had a kid named Anthony Jordan, an All-American for us, who

made some big plays. They had a
couple of chances to stop us. We
threw a pass that ended up being a
touchdown that went through their
defensive back's hands. So we were
lucky on some plays, too. We were
very fortunate and lucky to beat
them last year, and I don' t know
how we'll do this year, but we're just
gonna show up and try to do the best
we can.
CFF: UCFleads Samford4-3
in their all-time series. Three of the
past four games have been decided
by a touchdown or less. Do you see
a rival beginning to develop between these two teams?
PH: Yeah, the last few years it
has been a good rival game, and the
last time we went down to the Citrus
Bowl they beat us pretty bad. I was
defensive coordinator then and they
had a fine football team that year
and they made it to the play-offs.
This year they have another fine
football team once again, it will be

our biggest test of the season thi ·
Saturday. I'm sure they're a little
frustrated after their two losses, and
they're wanting to take it out on
somebody. I'm sure we'll be the
ones they'll be look in' 10 take it out
on.
CFF: What's youropinion of
the freshman phenomenon Daunte
Culpepper?
PH: I think he reminds me a
lot of Charlie Ward. He's a bigger
Charlie Ward, but he's a great athlete, got a strong aim, and he's just
getting betterand better. He's gonna
have a bright future ... he's an exceptional player.
CFF: You have some pretty
good football players returning from
last year. Who are some of your
standouts so far this season?
PH: Derek Staley is our lead- .
ing rusher this year with 541 yards
in four games, but he went out with
a knee injury last Saturday night so
he's questionable for this Saturday.

1995 UCF Football schedule
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Updated Depth chart

OFFENSE
•
••WR Mike·Huff
Reginald Doster
WR
TE
TB
FB
QB
RT
RG

•

•

c

LG
LT

7p.m.
lp.m.
7p.m .
8p.m.
lp.m.
lp.m.
Mid.
8p.m.
4p.m.
4p.m.
4p.m.

40-32 over EKU
35-21 over C-N
. 46-14 loss to FSU
49-7 loss to McNeese
Samford
Liberty
at Hawaii
at Northeast Louisiana
Bethune-Cookman
Troy State
Maine

Aug. 31
Sept. 9
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct.14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov.4
Nov.11
Nov.18 ,

Mark Nonsant
Eddie Keyes
Joey Hubbard
Scott Braun
Marquette Smith Johnie Presley
Donald Huzzie
GerodDavis
Daunte Culpepper Kevin Reid
Cornell Green
Matt Wittman
Greg Harper
Chris Tabscott
Steve Wagner
Chris Wrenn
Ryan Gillis
Alex Galvez
Marcus Jenkins
Kevin Stewart

•

• • •

on our team and one of them is our
punter. We've got a really young
defense that is inconsistent at times,
but we also play well at time .
CFF: Your offense is rushing
for over 200 yards per game and
passing for about 190. Having such
a balanced attack, it look as if your
offense is going to move the ball one
way or the other.
PH: Well, we like to try to run
the footbal I and then try to take
advantage and throw it. We try to
remain balanced, but then again our
ball game isn't gonna be throwin'
the ball 50 times. We try to remain
a little more run oriented, but we'll
pass just to keep our opponents ofl
balance.

Through the eyes of coach
~AlanGooch
•What carried the team last
week, and what if anything was a let
down?
Gooch: I really have to credit.
McNeeseState withdoingagreatjob
of playing with a lot of emotion and
proving that they truly deserve their
number one ranking in Division 1AA. They have four players on defense that could play, and start, for
any school they wanted to right now.
Offensively, theirnumberone
wide receiver currently leads the nation with nine touchdown receptions.
There was even a scout from the

Cleveland Browns in our office this
week looking at our NR prospects,
and he had six on his list from McNeese
State.
•What now?
Gooch: We just need to put that
game behind us and work hard. We' 11
see them again.
•Discuss Samford and what
your strategy might be?.
Gooch: Samford comes in undefeatedat 4-0. What we need are hard
practices, and to narrow our focus and
concentrate on the fundamentals.

r--~

•
•
• I
•
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•
•
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•
•
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CB
CB
• SS
FS
LB
LB
LB
DE
DT
• DT
•
•DE

DEFENSE
Allen Powell
Darryl Latimore
Willie Washington Louis Lubin
Donnell Washington Adrian Ellis
Kenton Rickerson Deon Porter
Nakia Reddick
Mark Williams
•
Kendrick Thomas Shane Moore
John Bryant
Matt Gulla
Anthony Cooks Jameil McWhorter
Robert Braucht Jerod Durant
Tarvares Tate
Corries Hardy
Emil Ekiyor
Jermaine Benoit

: K
• KR
•

-SPECIALISTS
Charlie Pierce
Charlie Pierce
Johnie Presley

•
••
•
•
....• p

His back-up is fr ~sh men James
G1iffith who came in and played the
whole second half last week and
finished with 93 yards on 26carries.
Baii Yancey, our quarterback, is
having a good year. He's had a
couple of good games. And Mike
Porter, one of our wide receivers,
has been doin' well. He's come up
with some big plays for us.
CFF: Defensively you have
some talent as well. Is everyone
relatively young or are you a pretty
experienced defense?
PH: Well, Cory O'Neal is the
only senior on our .defense, and I
think he's playin' w~ll. He's kind of
a leader for our defense. We've got
a lot or young guys playin' for us
defensively. We have seven seniors·

•
•
•

•• I
•
•

•
•
•
•
••
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Hear all the games live on our flagship station 540 The Team,
with select games on 740 WWNZ and WHOO 990. Join Marc Daniels
and former NFL star Gary Parris for every play, with sideline reports
by Jerry O'Neil. Thursdays at noon, it's "UCF On The Line" with
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team.
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UCF prepares to face its fifth
straight .undefeated opponent

•

The recent shellackings by a combined 95-21 margin of defeat have caused
the team to refocus.
"We' re looking at this game as a have
The University of Central Florida
to
win
game," said linebacker Nakia
Golden Knights are now fully aware of
what the saying "No rest for the weary" Reddick, UCF's leading tackler. "We just
means as they must prepare to play its fifth got blown out two weeks in a row."
Winning will not be made any easier
straight undefeated opponent in the Samford
this week. Samford brings a solid offe_nse
Bulldogs.
Last week's 49-7 lashing at the hands into the Citrus Bowl, which has earned~ihe
of I-AA powerhouse McNeese State was respect of UCF' s coaching staff: . .. .;: :
"I'm not going to put them in the
humbling, to say the least, after swelled
heads abounded from UCF' s supposedly class with McNeese State, but they're a
good performance in a 46-14 loss to FSU. good football team," McDowell explained.
Head coach Gene McJ?owell is quick to "They aren't 4-0 by accident."
The Knights will have to shut down
point the finger at himself for not humbling
the powerful offense of Samford. The Bullthe troops enough going into the game.
"I did such a terrible job getting o~r dogs have been churning up the yards on
guys mentally prepared to the level of the ground at a clip of 204 yards-a-game,
while putting an impressive 32 points-aMcNeese State, " McDowell explained.
Despite his disappointment, game on the scoreboard. Historically, the
McDowell still feels that UCF is right where Knights have been somewhat susceptible
to the run, but"the problems just start there.
it should be from the season perspective.
The biggest problem for UCF will be
"Before the season 2-2 is about where
I thought we'd be at this point," he contin- putting a leash on the runaway problems
ued. "Being 4-0 was impossible and 3-1 with special teams. Last week, the Knights
missed a field goal, had two field goals
would have been nice."
All of that won ' t matter if the_Knights blocked and had a punt block~d. The probdo not get things turned around, starting lems at wide receiver still continue for the
this week with the Samford Bulldogs who Knights. Eddie Keyes was forced to leave
are currently 4-0. The Knights owe the last week's game because of a naggin.g
Bulldogs payback for last year's humiliat- groin pull and is questionable for this
ing and controversial 36-35 loss at Samford,. Saturday's game. That leaves three freshwhich for all intents and purposes kept men and a converted running back.
UCF out of J?OSt-season play. Revenge or Lorne Jones will be moved from scout
team safety to wide receiver, but will
not, the players just want to win.
"I don't think it' s a revenge factoc," not see significant playing time unless
defensive back:' Darryl Latimore said. "I his performance dictates such a change
just want to get back on the winning track. according to McDowell.
"We're 2-2 with seven games left.
Other than Keyes injury, there
We're going to start like Saturday's the were no other significant injuries for
first game of the season and start all over. UCF to report. Game time is I :00 p.m.
We've got to reload"
at the. Florida Citrus Bowl.
by JUSTIN DELIAS
Assistant sports editor

photo/STRODE

Despite giving up 95 points in its last two games, on the road against the
two number one teams in the country, the UCF defense has played solid.
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Flaming Lips
Clouds Taste Metallic

Meat Puppets
No Joke

Rocket From the Crypt
Scream Dracula Scream

Vanessa Daou
Zip less

Mercury Rev
See You On The Other Side

Warner
Grade: A-

London
Grade: B+

Interscope
Grade: B

MCA
Grade: D

Sony
Grade: B+

The Flaming Lips are one of
The Meat Puppets rule and
the more originial bands on the always have ruled since the days
scene today, sacrificing flashy mu- of Ronald Reagan. Kurt Cobain
sicianship for a unique, creative knew it, but unfortunately he never
sound. The first song from Clouds heard one of their best albums.
Taste Metallic , The Abandoned
No Joke is not much of a
Hospital Ship showcases that departure from their last album
originiality. Instead of starting the but is excellent nonetheless.
albumoff with a balls to the walls "Scum," the first single, absolutely
to_c
the ive a subtle, under- rocks.
stated ditty that relaxes. The second
The lyrics are really out
song, "Psychiatric Exporations of there and trippy and twisted, forcthe Fetus With Needles," is a balls- ing the listener to pay close attenout rocker, but it is also instantly tion to figure out what the
memorable. Each song has a great Kirkwood brothers are getting at.
title with lyrics that will make you
Every tune is clever, origilaughoutloud.My favoriteis,"Guy nal and beautiful. Hopefully these
Who Got a Headache and Acciden- guys will build on the recognition
tally Saves the World." The guitar they attained. with the "Backwawork is incredibly imaginative ter" single.
on that song. Well, it's great on
They are just now getting
mainstream
recognition which
all of the songs. The Flaming Lips
are true originials in a world of they rightfully deserve. This is a
crappy posers.
great album, no joke.
•Mike White
•Mike White

With the dismissal of lead
Not too long ago, pretty feDon't Jet the title fool you,
vocalist
David Baker from the
male
artists
could
get
by
on
their
there is noting gothic about this
band,
Mercury
Rev appears to be
record. It is good old American looks alone. Can you believe,these
more
focused
and
organized both
rock 'n' roll. I love the horn sec- days some vocal talent is actually
musically
and
lyrically.
See You
tions on several of the songs and required to accompany those beauthe raspy go-for-broke vocals on tiful faces? Well, Vanessa Daou On The Other.Side definitely difall of the songs. There is a needs to quit looking in the mirror fers from their past releases
rockabi11y vibe not unlike Social and invest in some singing les- (Yerself ls Steam and Boces), but
they maintain that unique sound
Distortion, but they don't rip off sons.
Daou
appears
to which has made them so successS.D. The only real complaint I can
think of is that some of the songs "breathe" all of the lyrics ful.
The difference lies in the
sound alike but it's not a major throughout Zipless - you can
smell and feel the air as she mature nature of this release inproblem.
The grooves are so solid I sings (how annoying). Also, stead of the chaotic frenzy Baker
swear they could knockout Tyson. she stays in the same monoto- had orchestrated in the past. "EmThere are hundreds of Rocket fans nous vocal range which really pire State" and "Sudden Ray of
across the country with bands' makes the listener want to fall Hope" clearly display this new
approach while still maintaining
logo tattooed to their arms. I don't asleep.
The only saving grace for this that eccentric use of so many difthink I'm ready to make that step
yet, but I'd put their sticker on the release is the acid jazz music that ferent instruments.
See You On The Other Side
back of my truck right next to accompanies Daou' s "whispers." If
may
dissapoint
fans for crazy disan
instrumental
version
of
Zipless
Sublime and Seaweed. That's
harmony,
but
listeners
have to grow
about as big a compliment as you . was released, then maybe we'd
up
like
Mercury
Rev
has
grown up.
have something to listen to.
can get from me.
•
Mike
Isaacs
•Mike White
•Mike Isaacs

Hey: Conflux is ·Coming
Capitol RecorcfA & Tic"etHtoAter
invite -.oa ~o

<tJOllllfll!af))8
A Cont£1\t and Giveaway Celebratin9
tlte Conversence of MHAic and Media
Log On ••. Don't Be Le~ 0Ht!
It.ftp:/ /www. tic.LetHtGAter. coHt

Sept. 25 through Oct. 13.
We're talking bigtime prizes:
•20,000 CDs featuring acts like Blind Melon,
Spearhead, and Cocteau Twins.

1
If·• And the ~ra~dr P,r!;~:~:
A free c9ncert qy ~y~r~~e~r i
S!il

·

~~ ~~ip for ~wp ~P, ~ee" ~li!'d ~elo'?.·
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w

on campus, and the chance for one student to
play host to the band.
So enter now: Al I you have to do to qualify is log onto
Ticketmaster Online (http://www.ticketmaster.com).
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Journey with me into the mind of a film maniac. A filmboy.
With the fall upon us, I'm beginning to once again sense some
· legitimate feelings towards film. After getting barraged and tortured these
past few months, films are slowly opening with a bit more tension and zest
behind them. Kids has opened, Showgirls has derobed and more is on the
way. I'm excitedly awaiting Goldeneye as well as Casino. And wonder
where the hell that director's cut of R-Dogs went?
Anyway,thefalllookstocrowntheyearthistimearound.Unlikelast
year's summer frenzy (Gump n' Pulp), we still have yet to hail any
significant Oscar nominations. It seems funny that here it is, already
October, and the only actor to merit any plausible purr is Kevin Spacey.
Even more confusing, the best two performances of the year are his. A loony
in Seven and a gimp in Suspects, Spacey's simply remarkable. If your still
not satisfied, Glengary Gle,n Ross should.soothe your soul.
Otherpre-fallOscarsarejustdesperateattemptsatbrainwashingyou
so I'll stop here. Because, as far as Orlando goes, we won't get anything I
mention here, (living in Oblivion, Persuasion) by Christmas anyway.
To totally contradict myself, might I mention a certain sour/moldy
flavor that has erupted in my mouH1 this past week. Mr. Myers and Mr.
Leatherface may I ask that you please die. I'm so enraged with your
spookishly childish and generic moviemaking. It is just getting beyond
ridiculous now. Nobody really cares. The joke is over.
Nevertheless, this week looks as though that breath of fresh air is .
finally here: Dead Presidents, To Die For, Assassins. I'm sorry did I say
Assassins. Let me apologize now.

*

1!2Assassins (R)
A few questions. One. Have you ever seen Sly roll through a movie
without taking his shirt off? Two. Do you think anyone has told Sly that his
scrunched-up-forehead/wanna-be-serious look doesn't work anymore?
Three. Sly. How old is this guy ~yway?
You don't need to wait for answers. Don't fear, Filmboy is here. ·
Forget Assassins.
This flick starts out so incredibly fast, it almost laughs at itself for
doing so. The movie, like, says, "Hey idiot, we know your stupid and don't
care about character development, meaningful dialogue or any type of
re$ponsibility to the art of filmmaking, we are simply getting two hot stars,
paying them millions of dollars, loading them with hand guns and firing
away. So here you go. Shall we begin?"
Your damn right we'll begin. Pure crap.
Sure I love gun fights and Sly kicking butt. Sure I wouldn't mind
seeing Desperado again. But this is not the movie to do so.
First of all, the screenplay is down right awful. The worst of the year.
So much that you can almost imagine how this loser scripted the thing. It's
like a read-a-long. The one no-no in writing a screenplay is not to write like
each of the characters (i.e. the villain) know what the otheds doing, saying
-or feeling. Well, not in Assassins. Basically one ass, a mentally-displaced
and envy-ridden physcopath played by Antonio Banderas and the other ass,
a guiltless loner with a evolving conscience, (uuuh ... um acted by Sly
Stallone) try to beat each other to the same target. The big plot development,
however is when (oooh, it's heavy now) the target becomes one of them.
Wow, ingenious.
All the stops are pulled and the final straw for me was picked when
Banderas slowly walks through the street carrying a rifle case, suspiciously
similar to a number of scenes in ooth El Mariachi' s.
Another fatal straw was drawn during some routine plot analysis I
took during the screening. I thought back to The Net, then I looked at
Julianne Moore's portrayal of a computer chic-nerd running through hell in
high water. I came to the conclusion that act2 of this Assassin nonsense was
actually The Net with sidekick starpower.
And even if all of this wasn't worth mentioning, there are numerous
deliberately noticeable political statements thanks to theNRA, the Anti-Fur
Americans ofJustice, and Bob Barker's favorite support group, the Adopta-Dog-Instead-of-Putting-it-to-Sleep-Alliance.
In all seriousness, this is great for commercials, but sticking plugs for
anima) and firearm rights in movies is just plain demeaning for audiences.
ltjustshows the~uhe filmmakers havefortheirown work. Blatant and
unentertaining.
Normally I wouldn't take this much time talking about shoshy
crapcapade' s, but Assassins was so silly it deserved a couple of pot shots,
come to think of it maybe even a drive-by.
6 Oct-Assassins, Dead Presidents, How to Make an American
Quilt, To Die For
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It ain't

•Wide Area Coverage
• Unlimited Calls
• Only $9.99/ Monthly

all blaek
Awhite

SHOES SHIRTS & SHORTS SPORTING GOODS
GOLDENROD GROVES SHOPPING CENTER
(CORNER OF ALOMA & HOWELL BRANCH)

by MIKE WIIlTE
Music editor

by JEFF DETHUIN
Staff writer

Far and away, this is one of
the best weekends for music we
have had in God knows how long.
Thursday you've got your choice
between Boo Dylan and Tripping
Daisy. I would usually prefer
Dylan, but I really want to check
out the Embassy and see how the
show goes. Besides, the awesome
Smoking Popes are opening up

If you've entered the ring
with any alternative stations lately,
chances are Sugar Ray's first jab
has taken you to the mat. The first
cut off their debut album, Lemonade and Brownies, represents one
of the more diverse and original
collections released this year. Sugar
Ray will be throwing hooks at the
Embassy on October, 7. The Central Florida Future writer Jeff
Dethuin recently had a chance to
spar with bassist Murphy Karges
and DJ Homicide.
The Central Florida Future: Your album has a very unique
sound. Is it every body's input and
influences?

Smoking Popes

)

Saturday night at the Embassy, White Zombie-clones Monster Magnetwi11 appear. I couldn't
care less about those guys. They
suck harder than Traci Lords. But
Sugar Ray will Opel) the show, and
if you saw them the last time they
came you know you had better get
your keister out of the house and
check 'em out again - they kick
so much ass. Prepare for your girlfriend to get weak-kneed at the
sight of Sugar Ray's lead singer,
an Ethan Hawke look alik.e. Don't
worry though, your girlfriend is
probably too ugly for him to be
interested in her. HegetsBaywatch
caliber sluts.
For
some
reason,
Sweetwater, a Seattle band on its
way up in the world, were pulled
from the Monster Magnet show.
What a shame. I swear, those guys
will bringglamrock back.No, not
Poison-style glam. Who do you
think I ~m,.a '80s_reject loser? I
mean Mott the Hoople and T Rexstyle glam. Buy Sweetwater's album Superfriends now.
Monday night Axis magazine will be throwing a huge party
featuring local talents LYME and
I Shock Lizard. The free beer will
be flowing until midnight and la- '
dies get i~ free until 11 p.m. You
need to be there.
Braille Closet just made a
trek to New York, in hopes of
hooking up with booking agents
and a record label. It is the biggest
shame in the world that these guys
are not signed. Did+memf6ri they
need a drummer? Once again they
are in search of a skins man. If
these guys can keep a line-up to' gether long enough, maybe the
morons of the world will finally
catch on to their music.

Murphy: That's exactly
what it is. It's everybody's input.
Everybody in the band 'has such
diverse influences that we just tried
to put them all together when we
recorded the album.
CFF: What part did DJ Lethal (House of Pain) play in the
album's producti.on?
M~rphy: DJ Lethal co-produced the record to expand on the
diversity of the record. We went up
to L.A. to his house to record, and

hang out. So we got to know her.
When we went to do the cover art,
we wanted something to. do with a
woman, but nothing '80smetal. So
Mark had the idea and asked her to
pose on our cover naked and she
said, "Ya, sure, no problem."
CFF:There'sasongonyour
album, "Drive By," that's a satire
on the fast food industry. What's
the story?
Murphy: It's very simple.
When you are out on the West
Coast, or even in Texas or.Southwest, there is a ton of fast food
stuff. It's a standard thing that when
you pull up and order two combo
burritos and a vanilla shake, you
get like a ct!_eeseburger and a
tostada. They just always fu-- it up
somehow. It's just our little play
on that. We had the loop that started
the song. It was a great piece of
music, and we wanted to add live
bass, drums and guitars to it. So
. one day we . were wasted and
thought of the idea. So we put up a
mike and made it happen. That's
my voice ordering.
CFF: In "Mean Machine"
there's a background loop about
drinking and driving. Whatareyou
guys really saying?
Murphy: It's "My pappy
said, -'Sonyou're.goingtopriveme ·
to drinking."'

courtesy/ ATLANTIC

Sugar Ray brings their act to the Embassy on October 7.
we kind of wrote.a lot of the record,
too. A lot of it wasn ' t written and
then he added stuff. It was like we
were ·writing in the process of recording the record so that led to a
lot of the open space territory musically. We went ahead and said we
want to make the type of record we
would listen to. It's not one song
after the other of the same stuff.
CFF: What about the cover
art?
Murphy: Actually, that's
Nicole Eggart from "Baywatch."
Our singer Mark was dating one of
her friends and we all would just

The second time the sample
comes through it says, "brakes
good, tires fair, " and then it never
says that again. It's from a '70s
tune called "Hotrod Lincoln" by a
guy named Commander Coty.
CFF: So when did you guys
hring on DJ Homicide?
Murphy: On the record, DJ
Lethal did some scratching and
produced it. But when we got to do
the live shows and rehearsing, we
said we need an addition. We got
so liberal with the scratching that
we needed to recreate that live, so
we had to find a DJ and hooked up
through a mutual friend.

$5.00 OFF
YOUR PURCHASE OF
$25.00 OR MORE
.

· (EXPIRES 11130/95)

Shoes for: jogging.soccer.basketball.tennis.etc.

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC. CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
PHILLIPS HALL 115
281-443_8

St. JosepliS
Catfio{ic Cliurcfi
1501 Alafaya Trail
Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.

Sunday Masses:
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.
275-0841
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Picture Yourself Winning A Saturn
This 'Saturn 'day
11 A.M. . .
· · Tinker Field
(Next to Citrus Bowl)
.
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•Semester Tuitions• Book Allowances
•Parents' Getaway Weekend
· •BBQ at Lake Claire tor the Organization w/the highest attendance
•Cash Prizes
Signed .Collegiate Footballs from the UCF Team and Head Cooch
J

•Not To Mention Free BBQ For the 1st 500 people!
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Ifever a week of NFL games
resembled an episode of Unsolved
Mysteries, it was definitely last
week. How did Dallas lose? How
did Jacksonville win? How did
the Jets score? Desp(te the
wackiness, I still posted an 8-4
record heading into the Monday
nighter. With a phat 45-24 record
for the season, here's my week six
pix:

•

.

CINCINNATIBENGALS
@ TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS Bucs favored by 4.
David Shula is still pissed
off about not being able to beat his
dad.last week. Blake and the boys
did show the NFL that they're no
longer a pushover. Tampa Bay is
still trying to prove that to people.
Bengals kicker Doug Pelphrey has
missed two last-second kicks this
year, but he won't miss a third.
Cincinnati 27 Tampa Bay 24.

•

•

PITTSBURGH
STEELERS @ JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS Steelers fa.
vored by 6.
The curtain got revenge last
week proving to the world what
football is all about- heart. They
had no business beating a better
San Diego team, but did it for their
self respect. The Jags won a game
last week, maybe they did that for
self respect, too, but every shred
of self respect won't be able to
save them from this beating. Pittsburgh 30 Jacksonville 10.

to prepare for this one. However,
they can't install a running game
injusttwo weeks. Dallas31 Green
Bay 16.
WASHINGTON
REDSKINS
@
PHILADELPHIA
EAGLES Eagles favored by 5•
The winner of
this one gets to sit alone
right below the Cowboys in the NFC East
standings, a tremendous honor indeed.
Rodney Peete vs Gus
Frerotte in the battle
of backs tab, uh, I mean
backup QB's. Philly
hates playing at the
Vet, maybe it has
something to do with
getting booed all the
time . Washington 23
Philadelphia 17.
CAROLINA
PANTHERS@ CHICAGO BEARS Bears favored
by
Didn't Chicago just come
offit's bye week? The league must
really like da Bears. Eric Kramer
is actually a pretty good QB, and
the defense isn't that bad. If
Rashaan Salaam could just. hold
on to the ball, the Bears might
actually take the division. It
doesn't hurt that they have a flake
schedule. Chicago 26 Carolina

t3.

13.
NEW YORK JETS @
BUFFALO BILLS Bills favored
by 10.
I wonder if the Jets will win
another game this year. Buffalo
has to be disappointed over their
Jacki uster start. Funny thing about
the Bills is that they still have the
heart of a champion. In other
words, that gives Thurman and
the gang permission to beat on
scrubs to make themselves feel
belter. They did it against Carolina, and history repeats itselflike
lost Super Bowls. Buffalo37 New
York 6.

•

~

GREEN BAY PACKERS
@ DALLAS COWBOYS Cowboys favored by 12.
It was sad to see the 'Boys
lose. I thought for sure they'd win
every game this year. Something
must have been wrong with
Emmitt. Green Bay had two weeks

.

•

HOUSTON OILERS @
MINNESOTA VIKINGS Vikings favored by 11.
Ha, ha, ha, ha! You knew
Houston would end up being the
first team to lose to one of the
expansion squads. They should
just hand the ball to Steve Mc Nair
and see what he can do. Who
knows, they may actually contend
before the decade ends. The Yikes
look awfully strong lately. Dennis
Green might have to send the
Oilspills one of those apologies
for running the score up before
this one's over. Minnesota 35
Houston 9.
INDIANAPOLIS COLTS
@MIAMI DOLPIDNS Phins
favored by 11.
Indy .spoiled the Rams perfect season, and nobody was happier about it then me. Indy is al-

•If you' re interested in helping cover
Spring sports then come join The Central Florida Future sports staff right
now. We need a lot of writers to help
cover some of the Golden Knights
championship-caliber squads such as
basketball and baseball. Come in or call
quickly because if you're not with us
soon, you' re going to get left behind!
Call Jason Swancey, sports editor, at
823-8054 (ext. 27).

•

ways the spoiler in Miami's schedule. Marshall Faulk vs the Dolphins
defensive line. One of two things
can happen in this one - a Miami
blowout or an Indy upset. I'm gonna
play my underdog hand once more.

I hope I don't get bit. Indianapolis
23 Miami 20.

CLEVELAND BROWNS@
DETROIT LIONS Pick 'em game.
Maybe the key to success for
the Lions is to tell Wayne Fontes
that he'll be fired if he doesn't win
his next game. After dismantling
San Fran on the brink of his termination, he has to face the bad-ass
Browns. Relax, Fontes. Stay cool,

heeeeeey, you' II keep your job,
for now. Detroit 19 Cleveland
17.

S E A T T L E
SEAHA WKS @ OAKLAND
RAIDERS Raiders favored by 8.
T h o s e
Seahawks
have
come a long way
under
Dennis
Erickson. Mike
White has taken the
silver and black to
another level, back
to the days when
they used to dom.i.nate teams so they
didn't have to hear
John Madden bitch
after the games.
White isn't that bad.,
is he? Oakland 34
Seattle 21.
ARIZONA
CARDINALS @
NEW YORK GIANTS Giants favored by 6.
Buddy Ryan should be
fired. He was an dKcoach back
when he could scare his defenses into performing for him.
I guess he's lost that fire.
Rodney Hampton, Herschel
Walker, and Tyrone Wheatley
against the league's worst rushing defense. This one ain't
gonna be pretty. New York 28
Arizona 10.

DENVER BRONCOS @
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS
Patriots favored by 5.
John Elway versus Drew
Bledsoe in a bloody battle to save
their teams from playoff el imination. Both teams have underachieved royally this year. The
fireworks will be flying in this
one. I betoneoftheseQB 's throws
for over 400 yards, but the game
will probably come down to
rookie running backs Curtis Martin of NE and Denver's Terrell
Green. New England 35 Denver 34.

MONDAY
MATCHUP
SAN D~GO CHARGERS @ KANSAS CITY
CHIEFS Chiefs favored .: by

4.
Everybody counted th.e
Chiefs out this year, and look
who's leading the AFC West.
Well it's not the Chargers, buddy.
This one is at Arrowhead on a
Monday Night, ·where the sea of
red and gold will'be on hand to
welcome the Bolts into town. This
one is gonna be a classic, probably heading for overtime. By the
way, KC is undefeated in two OT
g~mes this year, make that three.
Kansas City 22 San Diego 16.
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THEBENCJH
KEN JAOKSON
It is alive.
I've returned for a new semester with a new title. lflhe by-line looks
familiar, I would be the same who
ranted about replacement baseb_a!l in
March with a different title - Foul
Balls. I simply felt like changing to
something - fresher. Besides, it's
something I can, ahem, relate to now.
There's your rea5on for the switch.
Anyway - back to baseball
late.
Still licking wounds &om Saturday? I'm not going to whine about
the running up of the score (I'm a big
Joe Paterno fan. Padding the score
againstRutgers? AhhBULL*@!#$!)
The defense didn't do its job.
WhatwegotfromMcNeeseStatewas
an old-fashioned, wood-shed, buttwhippin' (by the way, it's UCF' s worst
loss to a team in theirown division (1AA) ever). The term "butt-whippin"'
generally applies when the radio playby-play guy starts talking about his
vacation plans - in the third quarter.
Not to make excuses, but nobody can expect you to win when your
receivers drop like flies. Ifyou know a
Knight receiver, offer this advice:
When walking, don 'tevenchew gum.
Just walk, carefully. Simply a paranoid thought.
Enough lamenting. Let's look
forward to this Saturday's game!
Ugh. More football.
And ofall things, it's another I
P.M. game. So besides the fact that it's
October, this is Florida, so it'll be

HOTIER THAN HELL IN A HEAT
WAVE in the stands!!!
If you want to complain about
UCF's lack of a crowd at the Citrus
Bowl, that's a good place to start. I
remember when all our home games
were at night. But when no one would
push aside their Saturday night plans
for football, the program switched to
afternooners, asking Knight fans, "So
what's your excuse now?" I person_ally like the h~t. More chance for a
girl to faint dead a way into my arms
from dehydration. Whattta pickup line,
"Drop by here often?"
Despite the weather there are
two real reasons to go to this game.
One is simple venting and revenge.
Samford (not the town north of
Longwood; they' re not big enough for
higher learning) defeated UCF by one
measlypoint.MakingthemtheTAAC
Conference football champs.
(Yes, I know we are the only
two TAAC schools with football
. teams, but how can you expect to
make the I-AA playoffs if you can't
win your own division. A two-team
division!)
Combinedwithseeingredfrom
Saturday's fiasco, this should pn~vent
Samford from derailingouryearagain.
My other reason for going to
thegamehastodowithsomethingthe
Citrus Bowl crowd has been lacking
for years.
Belly guys. We really need belly
guys.
You know you've seen them.
Shirtless guys who spell outthe school
name or team on their bellies. Guys in
Iowa do it in December, when the
wind chill is around 20 below. Our
weather should make itasnap. Sounds
likeagreatspirit-slash-contestideafor
the Gr:eek gang. So all you Kappa

Alpha Delta Mu Nu Chi Pi Psi guys
out there, remember that his name is
spelled D-A-U-N-T-E, we are the KN-1-G-H-T-S, and we attend U-C-F.
Now onto baseball (Stop booing!).Nowthattheseason is over, let's
look back. We started the "regular"
season (afterTheSpringTrainingAfter
Replacement Spring Training) protesting, staying away from the parks
after The Strike. Now, all of a sudden
we're interested in the wild-card playoffs. Did we forgive and forget? We
almost didn't have any playoff races
(Thanks Angels for choking! You
made things interesting!) Speaking of
which, congrats to fans of the Reds,
Braves, Red Sox and Indi_ans (Albert
Belle: 50 HRs in a 144 game season!
Who's Mo Vaughn?) for getting to
roottheirteamsthroughTRUEchampionship seasons. And to fans of mediocre teams (at least the ones not in
the playoffs). JUST WAIT UNTIL
NEXT YEAR! THE BRAVES
CAN'T GET LUCKY FOREVER,
PHIUJES FANS!
And what would a column like
this be without an infallible World
Series prediction? If the Mariners (or
Angels) and Rockies go all the way,
I'mgivinguponbaseballandtakingup
cow chip hurling. I'm taking Cleveland Injuns over the Atlanta Young
SquawsinaallNative-American(watch
for protests) seven· game Series that
will bring back the last of the holdout
fans and make the _rest of us who
actually saw a few games this year lopk
forward to Spring Training '96.
This time, no replacements.
Agreed, union reps?
But I'm going to miss Sparky
Anderson.
That's all for now. PleaSe pray
for the receivers.

..,
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The UCF men's soccer team, 2-8, won its first home game
this weekend, a 3-0 win over Charleston Southern. The next
day they did, however, suffer a 2-0 loss to Kentucky (8-1).

W<!Cjf 's ~reatcst Jknigbt of fllap
RECTOBER

Melon ball

. ~I-int gbtfes

Volleyball
Ultimate Nerf
Burger King Sip Off

I

Food provided by:
Pepsi
Marriott
Frito Lay
Coca Cola
Burger King
T.G. Lee Dairy
Dunkin Donuts
Dominois ~iz~a

Tug-of-War

Pajama Tube Relay
2 Headed Monster Relay

FRIDAY~

OCTOBER 6
6 PM - .M IDNIGHT
~
......
~

Additional Sponsors:
UCF Police
Army ROTC
CB &S Bookstore

Prizes provided by:
Fazoli 's
Pizza Hut
Bagels Etc.
Wet 'n Wild
Jungle Jim's
~~,
Water Mania
, Duffy's Subs
' \ ]
l .. l - f=up 'n Wheels
1
UCF Baseball
Black-Eyed
Pea
B~RGMAN
Kelsey's Pizzeria
up at Rec. Services: 823-2408 Malibu Grand Prix
Walt Disney World
Teams: 4 men 4 women

HONORARY STARTER JAY
Sign

Only the first 24 teams will be accepted
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Would you go to a UCF game if a home game was really at home?

•

by CHRIS SIIlLKAITIS
Staff writer

•

Many division I-A football
programs have the luxury of feeling right at home with their football stadiums located on campus
grounds. With our Knighrs on the
brink of proceeding to the I-A
level in less than a year, will UCF
join the crowd and fund the necessary money to build a stadium of
our own? Quite honestly, there
are no plans in the near future to
do such a thing. In fact, it has
never even been an issue fondled
with in the past or present.
No there's nothing wrong
with the,Citrus Bowl, in fact it's
_the perfect stadium for our football team at this time. UCF is
currently under a five-year contract with the Citrus Bowl, and
Athletic Director Steve Sloan likes
things just the way they are.
"The Citrus Bowl has been
real helpful for scheduling
games," Sloan says.
Consequently, the money
that is available will have to be
funded toward a new basketball
arena. No, it's not a selfish move,
but rather a wise decision because
one of the leading factors that conferences look at when deciding
upon accepting a school (which is
UCF's present condition), is the
size of the basketball complex.
Among the conferences that
UCF is hoping to joir_l by the year
2000 are the ACC, SEC, Big East
or Conference USA. All of the
schools in these conferences have

"

large and successful basketball
programs, and in order for UCF to
compete, an arena of a relevant
size and seating capacity to the
schools in these conferences is
absolutely necessary.
But the only real disadvantage to the Citrus Bowl is the location. Indeed, it would be more
convenient to have our own stadium on campus, but what UCF
has currently is not such a bad
second resort, to say the least.
"The Citrus Bowl is a first
class stadium," says a boisterous
McDowell.
Though the one aspect that
both Coach McDowell and Steve
Sloan do agree upon is the reason
attendance may be as low as it has
'Jeen thus far is because students
and local fans feel it's a hassle for
them to have to travel downtown
to watch the game.
"The definite advantage to
having our ~wn stadium wo.uld be
that it is more of a convenience to
the students," Sloan said.
If a stadium were to be built
on campus, the attendance for our
football games would most assuredly increase because of the rapid
growth surrounding the University. Within I0 years, there will be
an estimated 500,000 people living within a IO-mile radius of .
UCF. This would defiantly draw
crowds of 50,000 to 70,000 to
UCF games.
But the Citrus Bowl is a
very important asset to the footbal1 team right !low. We have already been approved of a I-Asta-
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<$1.00 ICEHOUSE DRAA & $2.00 MARGARITAS'
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More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

•
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Sll llUt IHU~t

If1A~ <t'U r!D

•

Mon. - Thurs. 10 - 1

~l~tilr ::

Classes starting soon - call now!
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"The Gators have the
swamp, the Knights should
have The _Battlefield .... I think
the attendance at the football
games would drastically increase with an on-campus stadi urn."
-Heidi Rochow
"I would definitely go to
more games because it's much
easier to get there for me, because I don't have a car, but
I'm within walking distance of
the school ."
-Elaine Crawford
"I go to all the games already, but for the sake of convenience, I'd rather have a stadium here." -Mike Stroz

phOID/HUNT

Hours: Sunday 10 - 12

_Best Mexican Food in Central Florid"'

•

But let's be imaginative for
the sake of enjoyment. If UCF
were to be building a new stadium
right now, what would it be cal led,
and would students be mare liable
to attending the. football games?
Here's what a select few had to
say:
"I go to a few games now,
but yeah, I would defjnitely go to
more games ... .I would call it The
Knights Realm." -Robert Marshall
"I'd call it The Camelot (as
in
Knights
of
the
Roundtable) .... Yes, I would go
more often if it were on campus
because of the accessibility." Lori Brodkin, Technical Reporting Instructor

Rumors Lounge and Big

.
4250 ALAFAYA TRAii..
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)

(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

tus, but it's the Citrus Bowl that is
one of the key factors to getting
the football team into a specific
conference. It's 70,349 seating capacity, luxurious press boxes and
impressive landscaping will be the
appealing factors to committees
within the different conferences
upon deciding to accept UCF.
Because of these advantages that
the Citrus Bowl enhances, it makes
the funding for our own· stadium
that much more expensive because
we would have to replicate a stadium like the Citrus Bowl. Steve
Sloan must look out for the football team's best interest at this
point in time, and thp.t is our current playing field, the Citrus Bowl.

/
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Golden Knights find road
trips to be a perfect remedy
O An exhausting six game
road trip ends with six
wins, including a win over
a nationally ranked team.
by DANIELLE FERNEZ
Staff writer

The University of Central Florida volleyball team just arrived home exhausted and
undefeated from a six-game road trip, the
longest road trip in school history.
"We were on the road too long," Anabel
Marcos, a sophomore who is redshirting this
season due to a knee injury said, "It was worth
it because we came home undefeated."
In the firs( match of the road trip, UCF
defeated the University of Georgia, who are
ranked 25 in the n'!tion, in five games, 12-15,
15-12, 16-14, 3-15, 15-11. The Golden
Knights' offensive attack was paced by Russian transfer Renata Menchikova's careerhigh 40 kills.
"Beating a nationally ranked team set
the stage for the whole weekend," Michelle
. Cutright, who was chosen to the Georgia
State/Comfort Inn Invitational all-tournament
team later in the week said. "The four seniors,
including myself, had never beaten a really
big team before. It made the trip more enjoyable."
The Golden Knights' next match was
against Georgia Southern University. UCF
easily putawayGSU in the conference game,

15-5, 15-1, 15-9. Theteam put together a total
of 47 kills, 12 by sophomore middle hitter
Tyra Harper and nine from Menchikova.
Queisser added 31 assists and three aces to the
UCF win.
The rest of the Golden Knights journey
through Georgia had the team participating in
the Georgia State/Comfort Inn Invitational.
UCF collected wins against UNC-Ashevil1e
(I 5-1, I 5-11, 15-6), Georgia State (I 5-9, 155, 15-6), Charleston Southern ( 15-6, 15-9, 151) and Troy State ( 15-9, 15-12, 15-5) to win
the tournament title.
"We were out to prove a point in the
Georgia State match," Harper said. "We were
sending a message to the other teams in our
conference that we are going to be undefeated
for the fourth year in a row."
Harper, along with Queisser and
Cutwright, were selected to the all-tournament team. Queisser was named tournament
MVP.
Earlier in the week, the University of
South Florida defeated UCF to break the
Golden Knights five-game home winning
streak. USF won the match in four games, 1510, 15-5, 4-15, 18-16. The Golden Knights
were led by Menchikova with 25 kills and
eight digs, while Queisser added a team-high
52 assists.
The Golden Knights play at home
against Clemson on October 8 and then head
south for games against Florida Atlantic University and Florida International University
on October 1 I and 12.

·'
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'The UCF volleyball team's longest road trip ever resulted in six straight
wins, including a decisive victory over the 25th-ranked Georgia Bulldogs.

UCF women's socCer team ties the nation's sixth-ranked team, 2-2
D Golden Knight soccer
star Amy Jones is
currently leading the
TAAC in both total points
and goals scored.
by JOE JUDKOWITZ
Staff writer

The nationally ranked University of
Massachusetts Minutewomen came to
town this past weekend, and the game was
sort of a homecoming for UMass head
coach Jim Rudy.

photo/STRODE

The Golden Knights are now 5-3-3 overall, and still undefeatd in the T AAC
at 4-0-0 following a tough 2-2 tie with the UMass Minutewomen.

Rudy started his coHegiate coaching
career here at UCF where he was the
pioneer of both the UCF women's and
men's soccer programs.
"It was quite a challenge to coach
against somebody that coached me," head
coach Karen Richter said.
This was -a big game for the Golden
Knights now 5-3-3:overall and 4~0-.0 in the
Trans American Athletic Conference facing UMass, who is ranked sixth in the
Soccer News Poll (media poll) and eleventh in Intercollegiate Soccer Association
of America Poll (coaches poll).
UMassstruck first in the I Ith minute
off of a header into the back post from Erin
Lynch. The assist was awarded to Julie
Magid.
The Golden Knights answered back
in the 54th minute with a header from
Jennifer O'Connor. The assist was awarded
to Kelly Stout. Amy Jones put the Golden
Knights up 2-1 in the I 14th minute off of
a throw-in from Michele Harris.
UMass would. however. counter.
They tied it up for good with a goal from

Lynch in the I 19th minute. The final score
was a tough 2-2 tie.
"We were very focused the whole
game," Richter ·reiterated. "We defended
very well." ·
The Golden Knights also played host
to Colorado College Tigers, who is ranked
5th in the Central Region. The Golden
Knights lost a heartbreaker 3-1.
The Tigers scored first, off a loose
ball in front of the net in the 17th minute.
Caroline Crittenden was responsible for
the goal, with an assist from Heather
Jefferson. UCF knotted it up at 1-1 in the
39th minute off of a Jones goal. The assist
was given to O'Connor.
The Tigers put the game away for
good in the 65th minute with a goal from
Martina Holan. Tiger, Amy Snyder, put
the icing on the cake in the 84th minute
from I 0 yards our.
..We did not play particularly well,"
Richter said. "That was definitely a team
we could have beat had we played well."
The TAAC individual statistics were
released again on Monday. As expected
the Golden Knights are listed in every
category.
In the goals scored and points category Jones is in first place. O'Connor is
listed third in scoring. Both are ranked in
the South Region as well as in the nation.
With no surprise goalkeeper Allysa
O'Brien is also ranked in the TAAC as
well as in the region. She also holds the
school record with 77 saves. This year she
has also broken four top I0 school single
game records.
··she is making a good comeback
from her injury,'' Richter said.
The Golden Knights stay home this
Saturday and Sunday against David on
and College of Charleston.
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